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Chapter 7

Dynamic Modalities and Coalgebraic
Logics

Applications of modal logic are abundant in computer science and related disci-
plines. An important application of modal logics is in reasoning about programs.
In [47] two main approaches to modal logics of programs are described. The first
one is called an exogenous approach and is exemplified by Propositional Dynamic
Logic (Section 1.2). The second approach is called endogenous and is exemplified
by temporal logic. The key characteristic of exogenous logics is that programs are
explicitly mentioned in the language. In an endogenous logic, programs are fixed
and considered part of the structure over which the logic is interpreted. Exoge-
nous logics give an outer, compositional perspective on programs. In contrast,
endogenous logics take an inner perspective where programs are viewed as a single,
monolithic structure.

In this chapter we investigate how to account for exogenous logics coalge-
braically. Our primal example is PDL. A similar logic, but perhaps less known,
is Game Logic (GL) [87], see page 33 here, which is a non-normal modal logic
for reasoning about strategic ability in determined two-player games. In GL,
modalities are indexed by games and their semantics is given in terms of monotone
neighborhood functions. As said before, common to PDL and GL is that programs
and games are explicit in the language. Moreover, programs can be combined to
create more complex program. In general, programs in those logics are terms over
an algebraic signature.

In this chapter, we concentrate on a coalgebraic framework for exogenous
modal logics which encompasses (test free) PDL and GL. Our key idea is to
consider extra structure on the functor T . We exploit this structure to give
the desired outer perspective on programs/games. For example, for sequential
composition we assume T to be a monad (Section 7.3.1); this is in accordance
with [83] where monads are used to describe notions of computation.
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172 Chapter 7. Dynamic Modalities and Coalgebraic Logics

The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows. We
provide a general notion of dynamic structure which describes the algebraic
structure on programs, and their interpretation as T -coalgebras. Once this view is
in place, labelled modalities arise in a natural way by a generic process of labelling
(Definition 7.1.1). We then proceed to investigate the nature of PDL and GL
axioms such as [a; b]# 2, [a][b]# and [a 3 b]# 2, [a]# . [b]# in our general
setting. We show that such axioms hold if the underlying T -modality preserves
the extra structure on T in a manner that we make precise in Theorem 7.3.7
(sequential composition) and Theorem 7.3.18 (pointwise operations).

7.1 Labelling predicate liftings

In this section we study how, given a set of labels L and a $ L, we can label
modalities. We begin by discussing the relation between a modal formula !#, “#
is necessary”, and the PDL formula [a]#, “after every execution of a, # holds”.
The first modality is interpreted over Kripke frames, i.e. Pow-coalgebras, and its
labelling is interpreted over labelled transition systems, i.e. PowL-coalgebras. As
we discussed in Section 1.2, the modality ! leads to basic modal logic whereas
the modalities [a] lead to propositional dynamic logic. As we will later see, there
is a similar relation between the non-normal modality ! for Mon-coalgebras and
the Game Logic modalities [a] which are interpreted over MonL coalgebras. The
next table presents the predicate liftings for ! in both situations. For a set X
and a subset # ( X we have

!X(#) [a]X(#)

Pow
(
* ( X | * ( #

+ (
1 $ Pow(X)L | 1(a) ( #

+

Mon
(
N $ Mon(X) | # $ N

+ (
1 $ Mon(X)L | # $ 1(a)

+

As we can see in both cases the labelled modality [a] can be described in terms of
! as follows: For # ( X we have

[a]X(#) =
(
1 | 1(a) $ !X(#)

+

What the last equation indicates is that the labelling of modalities can be seen
as a generic process independent of the functor and any structures on the labels.
The next definition makes this precise.

Definition 7.1.1. Let L be a set of labels, a $ L, and 0 : Pn "# PT a predicate
lifting. We define the a-labelling of 0 as the natural transformation 0a : Pn

"# P(T L) which maps a set # ( X to

0a
X(#) =

(
1 $ T L(X) | 1(a) $ 0X(#)

+
.
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Given a coalgebra ! : X "# T (X)L, we write
FF
[a]'"

GG
(X,!)

, instead of [[!'a"]](X,!),

for the associated predicate transformer i.e. the composite !#10a.

The next technical lemma relates the predicate transformers for 0 and 0a.

Lemma 7.1.2. Let L be a set of labels. For every coalgebra ! : X "# T (X)L,
every T -predicate lifting 0, and every a $ L, we have

FF
[a]'"

GG
(X,!)

= [[!'"]](X,"!(a)),

where 9! : L "# T (X)X is the exponential transpose of !.

Proof. Recall that 9!(a) : X "# T (X) maps an element x $ X to !(x)(a). Using
this we will show that for every # ( X we have

FF
[a]'"

GG
(X,!)

(#) = [[!'"]](X,"!(a))(#).

For every x $ X we have

x $
FF
[a]'"

GG
(X,!)

(#) 2, !(x) $ 0a(#) (Def.
FF
[a]'"

GG
(X,!)

)

2, !(x)(a) $ 0(#) (Def. 0a)

2, 9!(a)(x) $ 0(#) (Def. 9!)
2, x $ [[!'"]](X,"!(a))(#). (Def. [[!'"]](X,"!(a)))

This concludes the proof.

Remark 7.1.3. During this chapter we ought to be more precise with our notation
for the contravariant power set functor. We write P : Setop "# Set for the right
adjoint and Pop : Set "# Setop for the left adjoint. In the convention of categories
of power set algebras (Definition 3.2.12), we are considering A = Set. Recall that
from Proposition 3.2.24 we know that the predicate functor P : SetA has a left
adjoint S; hence P is the functor P and Pop is left adjoin S.

7.2 More on Monads

One of the most important operations between programs is sequential composition.
It was shown in [83] that sequential composition of programs could be formalised
using monads. This section is a technical intermezzo where to familiarise with the
relevant preliminaries. More explicit, in this section we introduce the concepts of
Kleisli category and morphism of monads. The reader familiar with these concept
can skip this section and refer back to it when needed.

As we mentioned in Section 2.3, page 28, every monad comes from an adjunction.
One way to obtain the adjunction is to use the category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras
for the monad. This is the largest canonical solution. There is another canonical
solution which is minimal; it is called the Kleisli category of the monad. The next
definition introduces it.
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Definition 7.2.1 (Kleisli Categories). Let M = (M, ,, µ) be a monad on a
category C. The Kleisli category of M, written Kl(M), has as objects the same
objects of C. A morphism f : X $ Y in Kl(M) is a morphism f : X "# M(Y )
in C. We use •M for morphism composition in Kl(M). Given two morphisms
f : X $ Y and g : Y $ Z, in Kl(M), we define g •M f : X $ Z to be the
following composite

X M(Z)!
g •M f

M(Y ) MM(Z)!M(g)

$
f

"
µZ

in C; the identity morphism of Kl(M) are given by the unit of the monad, i.e.
idX : X $ X is given by ,X : X "# M(X).

If there is no risk of confusion we write • instead of •M. The composition •M
is also called the Kleisli composition of the monad of the monad M.

Each Kleisli category is equipped with a functor JM : C "# Kl(M), called the
Kleisli inclusion, defined as follows: An object X is mapped to X; a morphism
f : X "# Y is mapped to M(f) 4 ,X : X "# MY .

The next example illustrates how the composition of partial functions and
relations can be presented using Kleisli categories.

Example 7.2.2. The following examples illustrate arrows and their composition
in Kleisli categories:

1. Let M = 1 + ("). An arrow f : X $ Y in Kl(1 + (")) is a partial function
from X to Y . Indeed, given a partial function from X to Y we make it
into a total function X "# 1 + Y by mapping all the elements for which the
function is not defined into : $ 1. Conversely given an arrow f : X $ Y we
obtain a partial function by considering all the the elements that are not
mapped to : $ 1. It is straightforward to see that the composition of partial
functions corresponds to the Kleisli composition of the monad 1 + ("). In
other words, the category Kl(1 + (")) is the category of sets and partial
functions.

2. As mentioned in Section 1.2 binary relations from X to Y correspond to
arrows X "# Pow(Y ). More explicitly given ! : X "# Pow(Y ) we define a
binary relation R! by xR!y i! y $ !(y).

We now show that the Kleisli composition of the monad Pow corresponds
to the usual composition of the associated relations. Given ! : X $ Y and
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% : Y $ Z, and an element x $ X we have

% • !(x) = µZ 4 Pow(%) 4 !(x) (Def. •)
= µZ 4 Pow(%) [{y | xR!y}] (Def. R!)

=
?

{%(y) | xR!y} (Def. Pow(%), µZ)

= {z | (-y)(z $ %(y) . xR!y} (Def.
?

)

= {z | (-y)(yR%z . xR!y}. (Def. R%)

All this can by summarised by saying that Kl(Pow) is the category of sets
and relations.

3. Recall the distribution monad (D, ,, µ) (Example 2.3.16); in particular
recall that the multiplication µ : DD "# D is given by multiplying the
probabilities along the way i.e. given D $ DD(X) and x $ X, we have
µX(D)(x) =

%
d!D(X)D(d).d(x). Recall (Example 2.2.1) that a coalgebra

! : X "# D(X) is a transition system where transitions are labelled by
probabilities. The Kleisli composition of D literally compose the probabilities
along the way.

The next remark describes the right adjoint to the Kleisli inclusion functor

Remark 7.2.3. The Kleisli inclusion JM : C "# Kl(M) together with the functor

KM : Kl(M) "# C which maps f : X $ Y , in Kl(M), to M(X)
µY f""""# M(Y ), in

C, form an adjoint pair which recovers the monad M, see e.g [8] for details.

The next lemma shows that the Kleisli composition for the neighbourhood
monad PPop (cf. Example 2.3.16) corresponds to function composition of predicate
transformers.

Lemma 7.2.4. Let • denote Kleisli-composition for the monad (PPop, ,, µ). For
all sets X, all U $ P(X) and all E,F : X "# PPop(X), we have

U $ (F • E)(x) i! x $ 9E( 9F (U)).

where 9E and 9F are the P-transposes of E and F .

Proof. Notice that the transpose of a map f : X "# PPop(X) is given by the
function 9f : Pop(X) "# Pop(X) which maps U $ Pop(X) to the set

9f(U) = {y $ X | U $ f(y)}

With this in mind we can now calculate.
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Let X be a set, U $ P(X) and E,F : X "# PPop(X):

U $(F • E)(x) 2,
2, U $ µX 4 PPop(F ) 4 E(x) (Def. •)
2, {H $ PPop(X) | U $ H} $ PPop(F ) 4 E(x) (Def. µX Ex. 2.3.16)

2, F#1({H $ PPop(X) | U $ H}) $ E(x) (Def. PPop(F ))

2, {y $ X | U $ F (y)} $ E(x) (Def. F#1)

2, 9F (U) $ E(x) (Def. 9F )

2, x $ 9E( 9F (U)), (Def. 9E)

as we wanted to show.

The next remark describes a more general situation from which the previous
lemma is a particular case.

Remark 7.2.5. The previous lemma is an instance of a more general phenomenon.
For any adjoint situation (F, U,#, ,, -), and any pair of arrows f : F (A) "# F (B)
and g : F (B) "# F (C) the following holds

#(g 4 f) = #(g) • #(f),

where • is the Kleisli composition associated with UF .

We will need the notion of monad morphism to tame sequential composition.

Definition 7.2.6. Let M = (M, ,, µ) and M$ = (M $, ,$, µ$) be monads on a
category C. A monad morphism from M to M$ is a natural transformation 5 : M
"# M $ such that the diagrams

M M $!
5

idC

,
'

'
''(

,$
%
%
%%&

M

MM MM $!M(5)

"
µ

M $

M $M $!5M $

"
µ$

!
5

commute. In case 5 is a monad morphism we write 5 : M "# M$

The following remark provides another choice for the upper arrow in the
rectangle above.

Remark 7.2.7. Since 5 : M "# M $ is natural the following diagram

MM $ M $M $!
5M $

MM M $M!5M

"
M(5)

"
M $(5)

commutes. Hence for upper edge of the rectangle in the previous definition we
could have as have taken (M $5)(5M).
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The next lemma presents a connection between monads morphisms and functors
between Kleisli categories. Recall that JM denotes the Kleisli inclusion functor
(Definition 7.2.1).

Lemma 7.2.8. Given monads M and M$ on a category C, there is a bijective
correspondence between monads morphisms 5 : M "# M$ and functors F : Kl(M)
"# Kl(M$) for which the triangle

Kl(M) Kl(M$)!
F

C

JM
'

'
''(

JM$
%
%
%%&

commutes.

Proof. We just mention how to define the functor from a morphism and viceversa;
for details we refer the reader to the literature, e.g. [8].

Given a monad morphism 5 : M "# M$ the assignation 54" : Kl(M) "# Kl(M$)
is the mentioned functor. More explicitly f : X $ Y , in Kl(M), is mapped to

5Y 4 f : X $ Y in Kl(M$), i.e. the following composite X
f""""# M(Y )

2Y"""""#
M $(Y ).

Given a functor F : Kl(M) "# Kl(M$) as above, notice that since F commutes
with the Kleisli inclusions we have F (X) = X for every object X. Hence, we
define 5X : M(X) "# M $(X) to be the image of idM(X) : M(X) $ X under the
functor F .

7.3 Algebraic structures over labels

As we saw in Section 7.1 the process of labelling modalities can be described
independently of any extra structure on the labels. However, one of the key
features of exogenous logics for programming languages is that they can actually
account for combinations between the programs. Examples of this are axioms like

[a; b]# 2, [a][b]# or [a 3 b]# 2, [a]# 0 [b]#.

In this section we discuss how to account for such extra algebraic structure within
labels. More precisely, we give an algebraic-coalgebraic framework for exogenous
coalgebraic modal logic, and we show that (test free) PDL and GL are particular
instances of it.

Formally speaking, the interpretation of labels is a map L "# T (X)X which
describes how actions change the global system state. The algebraic structure on
L describes how one can construct complex actions from simpler ones. We would
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like this map to be an algebra homomorphism; should this be the case, then we
obtain a compositional semantics of actions.

For this to work, it is, of course, necessary that T (X)X carries an algebraic
structure of the same type as L. It is not entirely clear to us how to define an
algebraic structure on T (X)X in general. In this chapter we discuss a general
framework for sequential composition (Section 7.3.1) and operations which are
obtained by pointwise extensions (Section 7.3.2).

The key idea behind the framework here is illustrated by the following dual
situation. By considering the exponential adjoint of and interpretation of labels
we obtain X "# T (X)L, this is a behavioural description of the system in the
form of a T L-coalgebra. These two (equivalent) views of a dynamic system form
the basis of our modelling. In short,

L "# T (X)X X "# T (X)L

(algebraic view: structure, compositionality) (coalgebraic view: behaviour, modalities)

A similar observation was made in [57] in the context of Java semantics. The next
definition summarises and makes the ideas above precise.

Definition 7.3.1 (Dynamic structure). Let % be an algebraic signature (Section
2.3), let L0 be a set (of atomic labels), and let L = T"(L0) be the term algebra
over L0. Moreover, let T be a Set-functor such that for each set X the set T (X)X

carries a %-algebra structure 4 : %(T (X)X) "# T (X)X .
A coalgebra ! : X "# T (X)L is said to be standard if its transpose 9! : L

"# T (X)X is a morphism of %-algebras; in other words if the following diagram

L T (X)X!
9!

%(L) %(T (X)X)!%(9!)

"
$

"
4

commutes, where $ is the structural map of the free algebra. In this case, we call
the map 9! a T -dynamic %-structure (on X).

If % is irrelevant or clear from the context, we will sometimes leave it out, and
simply speak of T -dynamic structures; if also T is clear, we will simply talk about
dynamic structures.

The next remark discusses how the previous definition can be generalized to
monads.

Remark 7.3.2. Notice that in the previous definition we only need free algebras.
Hence it can be generalized to monads. More precisely, given a monad M let (L,$)
be the free M-algebra over L0. Assume for each set X the set T (X)X carries an
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M-algebra structure 4 : M(T (X)X) "# T (X)X . Then we say that a coalgebra
! : X "# T (X)L is standard if the following diagram

L T (X)X!
9!

M(L) M(T (X)X)!M(9!)

"
$

"
4

commutes. As in the previous definition The map 9! is called a T -dynamic M-
structure on X. An advantage of this approach via monads is that we can also
account for equations between programs.

In summary, a dynamic structure 9! : L "# T (X)X provides a compositional
T -coalgebra semantics of complex labels. The following examples show that the
semantics of PDL and GL are dynamic structures.

Example 7.3.3. Let %PDL = {3, ; ,' } be the signature of test-free PDL and ) the
set of test-free PDL programs over a set )0 of atomic program labels. Using the
isomorphism between functions X "# Pow(X) and relations on X, we see that a
PDL model (X, {Ra| a $ )}) is a Pow-dynamic %PDL-structure ! : ) "# Pow(X)X .
Indeed, for any set X, the set Pow(X)X carries a %PDL-algebra defined for all
!, & $ Pow(X)X as follows. For all x $ X,

(! 3 &)(x) := !(x) 3 &(x), (!; &)(x) := (& • !)(x), !'(x) :=
?

n<$

!n(x),

where !0 := ,X and !n+1 = (!n; !); and • denotes the Kleisli composition of
the monad Pow. It can easily be confirmed that these operations on Pow(X)X

correspond to the standard PDL operations (cf. [47])

Example 7.3.4. Let %GL = {3, ; ,' ,d } be the signature of test-free Game Logic
and ( the set of test-free GL games over a set (0 of atomic game labels. A GL
model (X, {E%| % $ (}) is a Mon-dynamic %GL-structure. For any set X, the set
Mon(X)X carries a %GL-algebra defined for all E,F $ Mon(X)X as follows. For
all x $ X,

(E 3 F )(x) := E(x) 3 F (x), (E;F )(x) := (F • E)(x),

E'(x) :=
'

# E
#(x) Ed(x) := {U ( X | X \ U %$ E(x)},

where • corresponds to the Kleisli composition of the monad Mon, and E# is
defined by transfinite induction over all ordinals; more explicitly, E0 := ,X , for
successors ordinals E#+1 = E#;E, and for limit ordinals E# =

'
-<# E

-(x).
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The above definition corresponds to the semantics of complex games in Equa-
tion (2.2), page 34. We illustrate the case for the choice operator. Given programs
% and / we have:

x $ 9E%(&(U) 2, x $ 9E%(U) 3 9E&(U)
2, U $ E%(x) 3 E&(x)
2, U $ (E% 3 E&)(x).

The identity 9E%;& = %E%;E& for the sequential composition follows from Lemma 7.2.4.
The identity for iteration holds by the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem since
Mon(X) is join-complete with top element PPop(X). The case for dual follows by
straight forward calculations.

7.3.1 Sequential composition

The Examples 7.3.3 and 7.3.4 show that the sequential composition of relations and
that of the neighbourhood functions can be described using the Kleisli composition
of the monads. Assuming that T is a monad, the Kleisli composition for T yields
a sequential composition operation on T (X)X , which generalises those of PDL
and GL. We will now investigate the axiom

[a; b]# 2, [a][b]# (7.1)

in the general setting of T -dynamic structures where T is an arbitrary monad
on Set (we leave unit and multiplication implicit). Roughly speaking, our main
result in this section (Theorem 7.3.7) states that the axiom above is valid if the
predicate lifting corresponds to a monad morphism.

From now on we assume % is a signature containing the binary operation
symbol ;, L = T"(L0) the set of %-terms over a set L0 of atomic labels, and most
importantly that in any T -dynamic %-structure 9! : L "# T (X)X , the operation ;
is interpreted on T (X)X as Kleisli-composition for T .

We use predicate transformers to describe Axiom 7.1 semantically and formalise
its validity for any predicate lifting.

Definition 7.3.5. A predicate lifting 0 for T is said to support sequential com-
position if for every standard T -dynamic %-structure 9! : L "# T (X)X and every
a, b $ L, FF

[a; b]'"
GG
!
=

FF
[a]'"

GG
!
4
FF
[b]'"

GG
!
.

where
FF
[$]'"

GG
!
: P(X) "# P(X), $ $ {a; b, a, b}, is the predicate transformer

associated with 0-.

We note that this definition is not vacuous, since not all predicate liftings 0
will make the axiom above valid.
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Example 7.3.6. Consider the predicate lifting 0 : P "# PPow defined for all sets
X and U ( X by 0X(U) = {*}. For a label a $ L, the a-labelling of 0 is then
given by 0a

X(U) = {1 $ Pow(X)L | 1(a) = *}. In other words, for any L-labelled
transition system ! : X "# Pow(X)L, x $ [[[a]'"]]!(U) i! there is no a-transition
from x, note that U is irrelevant.

The axiom for sequential composition for 0 would then say: for any x $ X,
x has no a; b-successor i! x has no a-successor. This property clearly is not valid,
for example, suppose !(x)(a) = {x$} and !(x$)(b) = *.

We now arrive to the main result of this section. We will show that a predicate
lifting 0 : P "# PT supports sequential composition if it respects the monad
structure given in terms of Kleisli categories. The next theorem makes this precise.

Theorem 7.3.7. A predicate lifting 0 : P "# PT supports sequential composition
if its transpose 90 : T "# PPop is a monad morphism.

Proof. We want to show that for every standard coalgebra ! : X "# T (X)L and
every a, b $ L, we have

FF
[a; b]'"

GG
!
=

FF
[a]'"

GG
!
4
FF
[b]'"

GG
!
.

Since we assume 90 : T "# PPop to be a monad morphism by Lemma 7.2.8 we
have a functor 90 4 " : Kl(T ) "# Kl(PPop). In particular, this implies

90 4 (f •T g) = (90 4 f) •PPop (90 4 g). (7.2)

From the definition of 90 and the fact that [[!'"]]! = !#1 4 0 = P(!) 4 0 we
have: for all x $ X and U ( X,

x $ [[!'"]]!(U) 2, !(x) $ 0X(U) 2, U $ 90(!(x)). (7.3)

The theorem now follows from the following equivalences:

x $
FF
[a; b]'"

GG
!
(U) 2, x $ [[!'"]]"!(a;b) (Lemma 7.1.2)

2, x $ [[!'"]]"!(a)•T "!(b)(U) (! is standard)

2, U $ (90 4 (9!(a) •T 9!(b)))(x) (Eq. 7.3)

2, U $ ((90 4 9!(a)) •PPop (90 4 9!(b)))(x) (Eq. 7.2)

2, x $ [[!'"]]"!(a) 4 [[!'"]]"!(b)(U) (Lemma 7.2.4)

2, x $
FF
[a]'"

GG
!
4
FF
[b]'"

GG
!
(U) (Lemma 7.1.2)

This concludes the proof.

The next example illustrates the case of PDL and GL.
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Example 7.3.8. The following predicate liftings support sequential composition.

1. The universal modality ! for Pow supports sequential composition. The
transpose 9! : Pow "# PPop maps a set U ( X by 9!X(U) = {V ( X |
U ( V }. Recall that the unit and multiplication of Pow are the singleton
map and union, respectively (cf. Example 2.3.16). Here we use , and µ
to denote the unit and multiplication associated with PPop, respectively,
(cf. Example 2.3.16). Now we show that 9! is a monad morphism.

For the units we want to show 9! 4 {"} = ,. This follows because for all
x $ X,

9!X({x}) = {V ( X | {x} ( V } = {V ( X | x $ V } = ,(x).

For the multiplication we want to show that 9!X4
'

= µ49!PPop(X)4Pow(9!X).
For this, let N $ Pow(P(X)) and V ( X. We now have:

V $ µX 4 9!PPop(X) 4 Pow(9!X)(N) 2,
2, {H $ PPop(X) | V $ H} $ 9!PPop(X) 4 Pow(9!X)(N) (Def. µX)

2, Pow(9!X)(N) ( {H ( PX | V $ H} (Def. !PPop(X))

2, {9!X(U) | U $ N} ( {H ( PX | V $ H} (Def. Pow(9!X)

2, +U $ N : V $ 9!X(U) (Def. ()

2, +U $ N : U ( V (Def. 9!X)

2,
?

N ( V (Def.
?

)

2, V $ 9!X(
?

N) (Def. 9!X)

2. The non-normal modality ! : P "# P(PPop) supports sequential composi-
tion. Recall (Example 3.1.3) that !(#) = {N $ PPop(X) | # $ N}. Hence
its transpose 9! : PPop "# PopP maps N $ PPop(X) to

9!(N) = {# $ P(X) | N $ !(#)} (Def. 9!)

= {# $ P(X) | # $ N} = N. (Def. !)

In other words, 9! is the identity which is clearly a monad morphism.

3. The monotone non-normal modality ! : P "# PMon supports sequential
composition. Following the computation for the non-normal modality !
we can see that 9! : Mon "# PopP is the natural inclusion which is also a
monad morphism.
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Using the Yoneda lemma we can show that the transpose of a predicate lifting
0 is a monad morphism i! the corresponding function T (2) "# 2, via Proposition
3.3.9, is an Eilenberg-Moore algebra on 2; this was indeed how [83] suggested to
define modalities to study notions of computation.

Lemma 7.3.9. Let T be a monad, on Set. The transpose of a predicate lifting
0 : P "# PT is a monad morphism i! the associated function p : T (2) "# 2, via
Proposition 3.3.9, is an Eilenberg-Moore T -algebra (Definition 2.3.17).

Proof. The proof is a long straightforward computation hence we omit it here.

This last observation can be used to elegantly show that the modality ", for
Kripke frames, supports sequential composition.

Example 7.3.10. In the case of Pow-coalgebras, " supports sequential composi-
tion. Indeed, " corresponds to the free Pow-algebra over 1.

More concretely, recall Example 3.1.3 on page 39. Taking 2 = {;,1} we
have that " corresponds to the set {{1}, {;,1}}, we call /" : P(2) "# 2 the
characteristic function of this set.

We want to show that /" is the function
'

1 : PowPow(1) "# Pow(1). For this
Now take Pow(1) = {*, {:}} and identify * with ; and {:} with 1; we then have
PowPow(1) =

(
*, {*}, {{:}}, {*, {:}}

+
.

First notice that with his notation " corresponds to the set
(
{{:}}, {*, {:}}

+
.

Second notice that
'

1{{:}} =
'
{*, {:}} = {:} and

'
1 x = * in any other case.

This means /" =
'

1, i.e the free Pow algebra over 1, as we wanted to show.

It is well known that in PDL and GL, the sequential composition axiom holds
not only for the labelled !-modalities, but also for the labelled "-modalities. This
is a more general phenomenon, since we can show that a T -predicate lifting 0
supports sequential composition i! its Boolean dual does.

Proposition 7.3.11. Let T be a monad. A predicate lifting 0 : P "# PT supports
sequential composition i! its Boolean dual ¬0¬ does.

Proof. We will use the previous lemma. Notice that if a predicate lifting corre-
sponds to a function 0 : T (2) "# 2 then its Boolean dual is associated with the

function ¬ 4 0 4 T (¬), i.e. the following composite T (2)
T (¬)"""# T (2)

'"# 2
¬"# 2,

where ¬ : 2 "# 2 is the usual negation.
Since ¬¬ = id2, the Boolean dual of the Boolean dual of 0 is 0. Then to

prove the proposition, by Lemma 7.3.9, it is enough to show that if 0 is an
Eilenberg-Moore algebra (Definition 2.3.17) so is ¬ 4 0 4 T (¬).

For the unit we want to show ¬ 4 0 4 T (¬) 4 ,2 = id2. This follows because

¬ 4 0 4 T (¬) 4 ,2 = ¬ 4 0 4 ,2 4 ¬ (, is natural)

= ¬ 4 id2 4 ¬ (0 is an EM-algebra)

= id2
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For the multiplication we want to show ¬ 4 0 4 T (¬) 4 T (¬ 4 0 4 T (¬)) =
¬ 4 0 4 T (¬) 4 µ. This follows because

¬ 4 0 4 T (¬) 4 µ2 = ¬ 4 0 4 µ2 4 T T (¬) (µ is natural)

= ¬ 4 0 4 T (0) 4 T T (¬) (0 is an EM-algebra)

= ¬ 4 0 4 T (id2) 4 T (0) 4 T T (¬) (T (id2) = idT (2))

= ¬ 4 0 4 T (¬¬) 4 T (0) 4 T T (¬) (¬¬ = id2)

= ¬ 4 0 4 T (¬) 4 T (¬) 4 T (0) 4 T T (¬)
= ¬ 4 0 4 T (¬) 4 T (¬ 4 0 4 T (¬))

This concludes the proof.

7.3.2 Pointwise extensions

In this section we will investigate the framework underlying axioms of the form

[a 3 b]# 2, [a]# 0 [b]#.

In terms of predicate transformers the axiom is valid if and only if the following
equation holds FF

[a 3 b]'"
GG
!
=

FF
[a]'"

GG
!
3
FF
[b]'"

GG
!
. (7.4)

The aim of this section is twofold. First we want to formalise what it means for a
predicate lifting to support such structure. Second, we want to isolate properties
of the predicate lifting 0 so that the equation above is valid.

Our main result in this section (Theorem 7.3.18) roughly states that the axiom
above is valid if the transpose of 0 preserves the structure. In particular, Corollary
7.3.21 states that in the case the structure on programs is given by an algebraic
signature % then for any term p($1, . . .$2) in % the axiom

F
p($1, . . . ,$n)

G
# 2, p([$1]#, . . . , [$n]#)

is valid if the transpose of 0 preserves the structure.

Instead of working just with a signature of programs we use a monad. There
are two reasons for this more abstract approach. A first reason is that the technical
work is not more complicated, although it might be conceptually more involved
for the reader not used to see algebraic theories as monads. A second reason
is that using monads we can also account for equations between programs, e.g
a 3 b = b 3 a or a' = 6 3 a; a', see Examples 7.3.17 and 7.3.22.

The next remark concerns the two di!erent perspectives of monads used in
this chapter.
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Remark 7.3.12. We point out that we are using two essentially di!erent per-
spectives on monads. The first perspective is that of a monad as a categorical
representation of an algebraic theory (Section 2.3); this is the perspective that
we will use in this section. The second perspective, described in the previous
section, presents monads as a notion of computation [83] and used them to describe
sequential composition.

In general, the situation will be as follows: let M be a monad and as-
sume that for each X there are M-algebras 4 : M

)
T (X)X

*
"# T (X)X and

/ : M
)
P(X)P(X)

*
"# P(X)P(X). A predicate lifting 0 (for T ) supports the al-

gebraic theory of M if [[!'"]](#) : T (X)X "# P(X)P(X) is a homomorphism of
M-algebras. Before explaining the general case we will concentrate on Equation
(7.4) where the structures 4 and / are obtained by pointwise extension.

We now explain pointwise extensions. First consider the case of an algebra A
with a binary operation + : A& A "# A. We can extend this operation pointwise
to AX as the operation +X : AX & AX "# AX which maps a pair of functions f
and g to the function given by (f +X g)(x) = f(x)+ g(x). This can be generalised
to any algebraic structure given by a monad using a natural transformation

stX : M 4 (")X "# (")X 4M

called strength. In the case of Set, (stX)A : M(AX) "# M(A)X is defined by

(stX)A(t)(x) = M(ev(", x))(t),

where ev : AX & X "# A is the obvious evaluation map. If there is no risk of
confusion we simply write st.

Definition 7.3.13. Let X be a set. The X pointwise extension of an M-algebra
$ : M(A) "# A, written $X : M(AX) "# AX , is given by $X = ($ 4 ") 4 (stX)A,
i.e the following composite M(AX)

(stX)A""""# M(A)X
-)#""# AX .

In order to show that $X is, in fact, an M-algebra we need that st is a
distributive law, i.e. ,X = st 4 ,(#)X and st 4 µ(#)X = µX 4 stM 4 M(st) (see
Remark 3.3.8) . Since we are working on Set this will always be the case, see e.g.
[54] for details.

As we will see later, Equation (7.4) concerns pointwise operations. By using a
monad M instead of just a signature, the equations incorporated by M will also
hold for the pointwise extensions. For example, if + is a commutative operation
on A, then +X is commutative as well.

We tame equation (7.4) using pointwise extensions that are “natural” on A.
We formalise this with the concept of natural M-algebras.
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Definition 7.3.14. Let M be a monad on Set, and let H : C "# Set be a functor.
A natural M-algebra on H is a natural transformation $ : MH "# H such that
each of its components is an M-algebra.

Example 7.3.15. 1. All Boolean operations, like union, complement, etc., are
natural on P. Since the inverse image map of a function preserves all of
those, we have a natural transformation %BAP "# P, where %BA is the
boolean signature; in other words we have a natural %BA-algebra on P.
Moreover, since these operations make P(X) into a boolean algebra we have
a natural transformation MBAP "# P, where MBA is the Boolean algebra
monad, i.e. MBA = UBAFBA. In other words we have a natural MBA-algebra
on P .

2. For similar reasons, all Boolean operations are natural on PPop and Mon.
Moreover, the dual operation of Game Logic is also natural for those functors.

3. On the contrary, the only Boolean operation that is natural on Pow is union,
because the direct image of a function preserves unions, but not intersections
or complements.

4. Let M be the commutative monoid monad. The binary union gives a natural
M-algebra on Pow.

Now we can formally define what it means for a predicate lifting to support
the pointwise structure given by a monad.

Definition 7.3.16. Let M be a monad on Set, let T be an endofunctor on Set and
let 0 be a predicate lifting for T . Assume there are natural M-algebras 4 : MT
"# T and / : MP "# P. Let (4X)X : M(T (X)X) "# T (X) and (/X)P(X) :
M(P(X)P(X) "# P(X)P(X) be the pointwise extensions of 4 and /, respectively.

Let L0 be set (of atomic labels), and L = M(L0) be the free M-algebra over L0,
write $ for the structural map. We say that 0 supports the M-structure relative
to 4 and / if the following diagram

L !
9!

M(L) !M(9!)

"
$

"
T (X)X P(X)P(X)!

[[!'"]](#)

M
)
T (X)X

*
M

)
P(X)P(X)

*
!

M
)
[[!'"]](#)

*

"
(4X)X

"
(/X)P(X)

(7.5)

commutes for every standard coalgebra ! : X "# T (X)L (Definition 7.3.1).

In the case of a signature %, the previous definition says the following: A
predicate lifting 0 supports the % structure if for each term p($1, . . . ,$n) $ T"(L0)
and each standard coalgebra ! : X "# T (X)T!(L0) the following holds

FF
[p($1, . . . ,$n)]'"

GG
!
= p&(

FF
[$1]'"

GG
!
, . . . ,

FF
[$n]'"

GG
!
)
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The next example illustrates this equation, and the previous definition, in more
detail for the particular case of a binary operation +.

Example 7.3.17. Consider the functor %(X) = X&X instead of the free monad.
Let L = T"(L0). Write + : L& L "# L for the operation between labels. Assume
we have natural transformations G : %T = T & T "# T and * : %P = P & P
"# P. Let 0 be a unary predicate lifting for T and write !' for the associated
modality.

We will now show
FF
[t+ t$]'"

GG
!
=

FF
[t]'"

GG
!
*X

FF
[t$]'"

GG
!
.

for every standard coalgebra !. The operation G is needed to obtain a dynamic
structure on L by freeness. Using the commutativity of Diagram 7.5 we can show
that for every standard coalgebra ! : X "# T (X)T!(L0) (Definition 7.3.1), every
pair of terms t, t$ $ L = T"(L0) and every U $ P(X) we have:

FF
[t+ t$]'"

GG
!
(U) = [[!'"]]"!(t+t$)(U) (Lemma 7.1.2)

= (*X)
P(X)%

@
[[!'"]](#) 4 9!

A
(t, t$)(U) (Diagram 7.5)

=
@
[[!'"]]"!(t)(*X)

P(X)[[!'"]]"!(t$)

A
(U) (Def. %)

= [[!'"]]"!(t)(U)*X [[!'"]]"!(t$)(U) (Def. (*X)
P(X))

=
FF
[t]'"

GG
!
(U)*X

FF
[t$]'"

GG
!
(U). (Lemma 7.1.2)

In the case that t and t$ are PDL programs and * = 3, we obtain Equation (7.4).
The use of monads allows to incorporate the axioms. For example if +

is commutative, then to have a dynamic structure G and * should also be
commutative, and then the following holds:

FF
[t+ t$]'"

GG
!
=

FF
[t$ + t]'"

GG
!
.

We can now state the main theorem of this section analogous to Theorem
7.3.7.

Theorem 7.3.18. Let M be a monad on Set, let T be an endofunctor on Set and
let 0 be a predicate lifting for T . Assume there are natural M-algebras 4 : MT
"# T and / : MP "# P. A predicate lifting 0 : P "# PT supports the M-structure
relative to 4 and / if the following diagram

T PPop!
90

MT MPPop!M(90)

"
4

"
/Pop

(7.6)

commutes, i.e. 90 is a morphism of natural M-algebras.
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We will need the following lemma in the proof of the theorem

Lemma 7.3.19. Let M be a monad on Set. For any natural M-algebra / : MP
"# P and every pair of sets A,B the following diagram commutes:

M(P(B)A) (MP(B))A!
stAP(B)

M(P(A)B) (MP(A))B!
stBP(A)

"

M(*)

P(B)A!
/B 4 "

P(A)B!/A 4 "

"

*

where * : Set[",P] "# Setop[Pop,"] is the natural isomorphism associated with
the adjunction Pop D P.

Proof. The idea of the proof is to present M by operations and equations, see
Chapter 5; the intention of this is to decompose / : MP "# P into several n-ary
operations where n ranges over the cardinals. We can then use the Yoneda Lemma
and the fact that the connectives

;
,¬ are a functionally complete set, i.e. every

function 2n "# 2 can be expressed as a term of these, see [35] for details.
Without loss of generality, we can assume there exist a signature functor %

and a surjective natural transformation E : % "# M , where % =
-

%n & (")n, for
example % could be the canonical signature (Example 5.1.3).

Notice that the horizontal edges in the diagram above are the pointwise
extensions (/A)B and (/B)A, respectively. Since E is surjective, and all the
morphisms involved are natural, it su"ces to show that

* 4 /B
A 4 EP(A)B = /A

B 4M(*) 4 EP(A)B .

More concretely, we want to show that for each n-ary operation p $ %n and every
sequence (f1, . . . , fn) $

)
P(A)B

*
the following holds: for each a $ A

/B

@
p, 9f1(a), . . . , 9fn(a)

A
=

!
b | a $ /A

)
p, f1(b), . . . fn(b)

*"
. (7.7)

We first show that Equation (7.7) holds for the operations
;
,¬. Keep in mind

that, in principle,
;
,¬ need not be in the signature induced by %.

Claim. Let n be an arbitrary but fixed cardinal number. Each of the operations;
: Pn "# P , ¬ : P "# P make Equation (7.7) true. Moreover, any term of these

also makes Equation (7.7) true.

Proof of the claim. In the case of negation, Equation (7.7) reduces to prove that
for each f : B "# P(A) and each a $ A, we have ¬ 9f(a) = {b | a $ ¬f(b)}. This
follows directly from the definition of 9f .
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The case of n-ary disjunctions reduces Equation (7.7) to the following: For
each n-tuple (f1, . . . , fn) $

)
P(A)B

*
and each a $ A we have

;
i"n

9fi(a) = {b | a $;
i"n fi(b)}. This is also immediate from the definition of exponential transposes.
The case of an arbitrary term will now follow from the case of disjunctions and

negations because every boolean term can be expressed using only disjunctions
(
;
) and negations (¬). This finishes the proof of the claim.

It remains to show that the equation still holds for every possible operation p in
any other signature. Here is where the Yoneda Lemma and functional completeness
come into the picture.

Recall that each operation p $ %n induces a natural transformation /4E(", p) :
Pn "# P and that / 4 E : %P "# P is totally determined by those (Section
5.1). The Yoneda Lemma tells us that for each operation p $ %n, the natural
transformation / 4 E(", p) is totally described by an arrow Y (p) : 2n "# 2. By
the functional completeness of

;
,¬ the arrow Y (p) : 2n "# 2 can be expressed as

a term over
;
,¬. From this, using the claim above, we conclude that Equation

(7.7) holds. This concludes the proof of the lemma.

We can now prove Theorem 7.3.18.

Proof of Theorem 7.3.18. We want to prove that Diagram (7.5) commutes for
every standard coalgebra ! : X "# T (X)L. First notice that the rectangle on the
left of Diagram (7.5) commutes for every standard !, by definition of standard
coalgebra. Hence to prove the theorem, it is enough to show that the rectangle
on the right of Diagram (7.5) commutes. In other words, we want to show
that [[!'"]](#) is a M-morphism between the pointwise extensions of 4 and /P
(Definition 7.3.16). More specifically, for each X, we want to show

(/X)
P(X) 4M

@
[[!'"]](#)

A
= [[!'"]](#) 4 (4X)P(X). (7.8)

The proof of this, and then of the theorem, will follow from the following diagram:

M(T (X)X) M(PP(X)X)!M(90 4 ")

"

stXT (X)

"

stXPPX

T (X)X PP(X)X!
90 4 "

@
MT (X)

AX @
MPP(X)

AX
!M(90) 4 "

"

4X 4 "
"

/P(X) 4 "

@
MP(X)

AP(X)

M(P(X)P(X))!M(*)

"

stP(X)
P(X)

P(X)P(X)!
*

"

/X 4 "

where * is as in Lemma 7.3.19.
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We now argue that the outer rectangle is the rectangle on the right of Diagram
(7.5), i.e. its commutativity is Equation 7.8. Firstly, observe that by definition
the vertical outer edges are the pointwise extensions (4X)P(X) and (/X)P(X),
respectively. Secondly, by properties of adjoints, see equations after Lemma A.1.2,
notice that the horizontal edges of the outer rectangle are M([[!'"]](#)) and
[[!'"]](#) respectively.

Now we argue that the above diagram commutes. The upper left rectangle
commutes because st is natural. The lower left rectangle commutes because we
assume 90 to be a morphism of natural M-algebras and (")X is a functor. Finally,
the rectangle on the right commutes because of Lemma 7.3.19. Since all the inner
rectangles commute so does the outer rectangle. This concludes the proof.

The next examples illustrate Theorem 7.3.18.

Example 7.3.20. Using Theorem 7.3.18 we can see that

1. the PDL axiom [$3']# 2, [$]#.[']# is valid because the adjoint, 90 : Pow
"# PopP , of the predicate lifting associated with ! transforms unions into
intersections. To see this first recall that 9!X(U) = {V ( X | U ( V }. Then
for U1, U2 $ Pow(X) we have:

9!X(U1 3 U2) = {V ( X | U1 3 U2 ( V }
= {V ( X | U1 ( V and U2 ( V }
= {V ( X | U1 ( V } ) {V ( X | U2 ( V }
= 9!X(U1) ) 9!X(U2).

2. On the contrary, in Game Logic the axiom [$3']# 2, [$]0#[']# is valid.
Because, as we saw in Example 7.3.8, the transposes of the non-normal
modalities ! : P "# PMon and ! : P "# PPPop are the inclusion and the
identity, respectively. Both of them maps joins to joins hence they yield the
axiom above.

We now rephrase Theorem 7.3.18 in term of algebraic signatures.

Corollary 7.3.21. Under the assumptions of Theorem 7.3.18. If 90 : (T , 4) "#
(PPop,/P) is a morphism of %-algebras, then for each term p($1, . . . ,$n) $ T"(L0)
and each T -dynamic %-structure 7 : T"(L0) "# T (X)X the following holds

FF
[p($1, . . . ,$n)]'"

GG
"! = p&(

FF
[$1]'"

GG
"!, . . . ,

FF
[$n]'"

GG
"!)

where p& is the interpretation of the operation p in (PPop,/P).

Phrasing the previous corollary with axioms we have that if 90 is a morphism
of % algebras then the axiom

F
p($1, . . . ,$n)

G
# 2, p([$1]#, . . . , [$n]#)
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is valid.
The next example uses Theorem 7.3.7 and Theorem 7.3.18 to deduce the usual

axiom for iteration.

Example 7.3.22. It is well known that iteration satisfies a' = 6 3 a; a'. We will
illustrate how to obtain the usual axiom for iteration for the ! modality of Pow,
i.e. i.e. [a']# 2, # . [a][a']# and PPop (or Mon), i.e. [a']# 2, # 0 [a][a']#,
in our framework. In both cases we interpret the atomic label 6 as the unit of the
monad, i.e. given a standard coalgebra ! : X "# T (X)L, 9!(6) = ,. This implies
that in both cases for the ! modality we have

FF
[6]"

GG
!
(#) = #. (7.9)

1. The universal modality ! : P "# PPow supports sequential composition
(Example 7.3.8) and “transforms” 3 into . (Example 7.3.20) then we have

FF
[a']'"

GG
!
(#) =

FF
[6 3 a; a']'"

GG
!
(#) (! is standard)

=
FF
[6]"

GG
!
(#) )

FF
[a; a']'"

GG
!
(#) (Ex. 7.3.20)

=
FF
[6]"

GG
!
(#) )

FF
[a]'"

GG
!
4
FF
[a']'"

GG
!
(#) (Ex. 7.3.8)

= # )
FF
[a]"

GG
!
4
FF
[a']'"

GG
!
(#). (Eq. 7.9)

2. Following the same computations in the previous item for the case of the
the non-normal modalities we obtain

FF
[a']'"

GG
!
(#) = # 3

FF
[a]'"

GG
!
4
FF
[a']'"

GG
!
(#)

7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we developed a coalgebraic framework which covers Dynamic logics
like (test-free) PDL and GL. We illustrated how the process of labelling modalities
can be described by a generic process independent of any structure on the labels.
We have shown with Theorems 7.3.7 and 7.3.18 that the usual axioms for PDL
and GL present a property of the associated predicate liftings not of labelled
modalities itself.

A key technical tool in our work was Lemma 7.3.19; this result also shows
a limitation of the functorial approach to develop dynamic logics further. More
concretely, Lemma 7.3.19 shows that we can only account for boolean terms at
the pointwise level. In other words, we can only use boolean operations for axioms
that preserve the rank of the modal formulas.

There are several topics that could be developed further. For example.
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Sequential composition of input-output systems: In this chapter we stud-
ied sequential composition for coalgebras ! : X "# T (X) where T is a monad
and X is the state space. Although, this view covers PDL and GL, it leaves out
examples where coalgebras are seen as functional programs [83] or components
[48] that transform input to output. For example, Mealy machines with input in A
and output in B are coalgebras of type X "# (B &X)A (cf. [96]), but the functor
(B & ")A is not a monad (unless A = B). However, the transpose of a Mealy
machine is a map of type A "# (B &X)X and the functor S(B) = (B & X)X

is a monad in B (called the monad of side e!ects in [83]). We can therefore
define the sequential composition of two Mealy machines !1 : X "# (B &X)A and
!2 : X "# (C &X)B as the transpose of the composition in Kl(S) of 9!1 : A "# S(B)
and 9!2 : B "# S(C). This functional perspective on programs is essentially that of
[83], and it was also used in [57] to describe sequential composition in a coalgebraic
semantics of Java programs.

Our notion of dynamic structure (Definition 7.3.1) does not support this
functional view. However, there seems to be a way out of this. To illustrate, we
can still define labelled modalities by labelling predicate liftings for the Mealy
functor (B &")A. For example, let !1 : X "# (B &X)A and !2 : X "# (C &X)B

be two Mealy machines. For a $ A consider the predicate lifting [a]A : P(X)
"# P

)
(B &X)A

*
which maps a set U ( X to [a]A(U) = {1 $ (B & X)A |

"2(1(a)) $ U}. Using the sequential composition described above we can show
that

[[[a]A"]]!2;!1 =
?

b!B

Rs!2(a)(b) ) [[[a]A"]]!1 4 [[[b]B"]]!2 ,

where Rs!2(a)(b) = {x $ X | "1(!2(x)(a)) = b} (in words: “with input a the
output is b”). The same equation appeared in [57] for describing the sequential
composition of normal termination for Java. This suggests that there is a general
framework for exogenous modal logics for input-output systems yet to be developed.

Other descriptions of sequential composition: In [55], a perspective on
predicate liftings using indexed categories (fibrations) is developed using the
concept ofmonad with a predicate lifting. In this framework, predicate transformers
are functors on a category of predicates; compositionality then follows from
functoriality. Our characterisation in Theorem 7.3.7 is equivalent to the notion
of a monad with a predicate lifting, in [55], when the base logic is given by the
functor P : Setop "# Set. Our restriction of the base logic functor to P , instead of
any functor with codomain Cat, allows us to define the concept of natural algebras
for a monad (Definition 7.3.14) using a single monad. Also, the restriction of an
algebraic structure on P to a structure on PPop does not seem natural in the
framework of [55], hence our Theorem 7.3.18 does not seem to transfer. Although
the approach in [55] is more general in some ways, it does not seem to include the
non-monotonic predicate transformers arising from neighbourhood modalities [26],
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our framework does include those (Example 7.3.8).

Bialgebra: Bialgebras specify interaction between algebraic and coalgebraic
structure by means of a distributive law. Distributive laws of the type 1 : MT
"# T M , where M is a monad specifying syntax and T is a coalgebra functor
specifying behaviour, are specification formats in an abstract form of structural
operational semantics, see e.g. [65]. Given that exogenous modal logics involve
algebraic structure on programs and program behaviour is formalised as coalgebras,
it might seem that dynamic modalities and their axioms should belong to the
realm of bialgebra. However, at this point it is not clear that such a bialgebraic
modelling exists, at least not in the expected manner.

Meta-theory: Finally, the general meta-theoretic properties such as complete-
ness of the exogenous coalgebraic modal logics that fall under the scope of our
framework still need to be clarified. Given that the completeness of Game Logic
is still open, we expect that such results are di"cult to obtain.




